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============ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * BugMon is a handy little widget that will allow you to stay updated with the latest evolutions in the Bugzilla project right from your computer's desktop. BugMon can serve as a Bugzilla front-end, by allowing you to create new bugs and jump to individual bugs for editing purposes. BugMon Description ============ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
BugMon is a handy little widget that will allow you to stay updated with the latest evolutions in the Bugzilla project right from your computer's desktop. BugMon can serve as a Bugzilla front-end, by allowing you to create new bugs and jump to individual bugs for editing purposes. What it does: * Synchronize the system date with the Bugzilla project's Last Change Date * If you set a calendar, it will display the today date on the System Tray (Notification

Area) * If you enable the Synchronize function, you'll see the Bugzilla Last Change Date on the "Help" menu * You can right-click on the Status and/or Priority, and choose "Synchronize" to open the Bugzilla bug page * The fields are customizable using the Preferences dialog * To avoid duplicating the Bugzilla display, the BugMon Application icon is a link to the Bugzilla website Key Features: * The BugMon interface is based on the standard GWT
application LifeCycle pattern * You can click on the floating window and drag it wherever you want * The BugMon application icon can be configured as a link to the Bugzilla website * The BugMon popup dialogs can be minimized * When minimized, the BugMon floating window is preserved in the system tray (Notification Area) * Note: BugMon must have a non-null parent Window in order for it to show up in the Notification Area * BugMon supports

localization; see the Preferences dialog for details How it works: * BugMon uses your system's date and time setting to synchronize itself with the project's date * BugMon retrieves the current page's title and author information using a simple HTTP GET request * The BugMon application icon
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BugMon Full Crack is a handy little widget that will allow you to stay updated with the latest evolutions in the Bugzilla project right from your computer's desktop.  BugMon Activation Code can serve as a Bugzilla front-end, by allowing you to create new bugs and jump to individual bugs for editing purposes. Source Code: BugMon Description ==============================================================================
[BugMon] v1.2 Release Report ============================================================================== BugMon(lazarus-x.2011-07-26-12-00-46-970.zip) ------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 1. [BugTask] New Task - BugTask The Task view has been reworked: New buttons to launch the Bugzilla user preference panel Bugzilla allows you to create a new BugTask and assign it to a
Bugzilla group of your choice. Once a BugTask is created, it is automatically assigned to the Default group and can be rescheduled using the "submit" button Bugzilla automatically creates a predefined default user default group, which includes some of the most frequent users of the Bugzilla project. Bugzilla allows you to create multiple BugTask, and assign a BugTask to a Bugzilla group of your choice. Once a BugTask is created, it is automatically

assigned to the Default group and can be rescheduled using the "submit" button Bugzilla automatically creates a predefined default user default group, which includes some of the most frequent users of the Bugzilla project. Bugzilla allows you to create a Bugzilla front-end, that will allow you to create 09e8f5149f
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* Bugzilla front-end (but not a full development toolset) * Send reports from your Web Browser. * The connection to a Bugzilla instance is now protected by SSL encryption. * BugMon now includes the latest Zope 2.5.2, as it is the default version for Python 2.3 & 2.4. The default python version remains Python 2.2. * BugMon now includes most of the features from Bugzilla 0.8. All new features added, as per Bugzilla 0.8, are documented here: BugMon
Features: * List bugs you own, and what they are closed * Ability to send e-mails to the project * Set status to Open, Fix, or Closed, so that bugs can be tracked quickly. * Ability to set the priority of a bug. Note that by default, this is set to a value of 3, which is the value used for the prior bugtracker. The default is, however, configurable. * Pop-up windows. Pop-ups can be turned on and off, and also can be made to have a close x-button and an "OK"
button. BugMon currently supports X-Window protocols, including X11, NT, and Win32. BugMon also supports forms-based communication, including PHP and ASP. BugMon at its heart uses the Zope XUL extension. That means that if BugMon runs on a server which is not behind a firewall, the data you send through it is not encrypted. Of course, this also means that if you use BugMon on a public server, you'll need to be careful about where you access
it from. Note that the BugMon development team has no control over this aspect of your use of BugMon. BugMon History: BugMon is the successor of the BugTracker plug-in for Zope 2.0, and by extension, a predecessor of the current protocol. The BugTracker plug-in was first released as a demonstration of Zope's new XUL extension. The idea behind it was that Zope's GUI development (which at the time was fairly primitive), could be extended with a
few lines of XUL code. The primary intention was to make it possible to write Zope applications for the X-Windows based Netscape browser. While Bug

What's New In BugMon?

BugMon is a simple tool to help you stay up to date with the Bugzilla Bug Tracking System. It allows you to create new bugs, jump to bugs and edit bugs. BugMon was created by Fabien Fjechting to help you to stay in touch with the Bugzilla project. BugMon basic features: - automatic import of new bugs in Bugzilla - automatic import of new tasks in Bugzilla - automatic import of new comments in Bugzilla - automated workflow for developers -
automatic content import of bugs and tasks - automatic email import - GUI for content validation - plugins BugMon credits: [Maintainer] Fabien Fjechting [Contributors] * \xa0* \xa0* \xa0* \xa0* \xa0* * \xa0* \xa0* \xa0* \xa0* \xa0* * \xa0* \xa0* \xa0* \xa0* \xa0* * \xa0* \xa0* \xa0* \xa0* \xa0* [Content] [BugMon 1.0] BugMon provides a simple way to keep track of bugzilla bugs. Created by Fabien Fjechting ([fabien.fjechting@gmail.com]).
Version 1.0.1: First version of BugMon. 1.0.1 BugMon 1.0.1: * [Maintainer] Fabien Fjechting [Contributors] * \xa0* \xa0* \xa0* \xa0* \xa0* * \xa0* \xa0* \xa0* \xa0* \xa0* * \xa0* \xa0* \xa0* \xa0* \xa0* * \xa0* \xa0* \xa0* \xa0* \xa0* * \xa0* \xa0* \xa0* \xa0* \xa0* [Content] BugMon provides a simple way to keep track of bugzilla bugs. Created by Fabien Fjechting ([fabien.fjechting@gmail.com]). BugMon 1
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System Requirements For BugMon:

OS: Microsoft Windows 7/8/10 (64-bit) Processor: Intel Core i3-3220 (3.5GHz, 32 bit) or AMD FX-8150 (4GHz, 64 bit) Memory: 2 GB RAM Graphics: Intel HD4000 graphics with 4GB VRAM or AMD Radeon R9 290 series with 4GB VRAM DirectX: Version 9.0 Storage: 4 GB available space Additional Notes: Official Disclaimer: The official disclaimer and legal information
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